
          n 19 October, the curtain will come 

          down on the biannual Social Justice   

       Season (SJS) which ran in August and 

September, with the Vine Social Justice 

Festival.

     The festival, a partnership of Diakonia, 

Vuleka Trust, Umcebo Design and the Durban 

Music School, will be an opportunity for local 

churches and social justice organisations to 

showcase how they are  l i fe -a ffirming 

communities, in line with the theme of the 2013 

SJS. 

     The festival will be held at Diakonia  Centre. It 

will start with street music from various music 

groups from around the City, on Diakonia 

Avenue at midday.

     As the sun begins to set, participants will  

gather in the Denis Hurley Hall for a meditative 

service powered by the St John the Baptist 

Anglican Church choir. The festival will end with 

the lighting of the 'Vines of Hope’ and a joyful 

celebration.

     The vines, made from ice cream containers 

and old compact discs – testifying to the power 

of recycling - will light the Diakonia Centre at 

dusk. 

  

 

 

     The idea of the SJS was proposed by 

Archbishop Denis Hurley while delivering the 

first Denis Hurley Lecture in 1985. 

      He suggested an annual social justice 

season when for about a month or so, churches 

would concentrate their attention on one social 

issue. Through this, the churches would 

galvanise their energies for practical social 

action.  

       Since 1999, Diakonia has organised the 

SJS every other year in August, which 

traditionally is the month of compassion.  
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Vine-makers pose for a photo with some of the vines at a vine-making workshop.
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From the Director
      would like to express my heartfelt thanks to all 

       the churches that participated in this year's 

       social Justice Season (SJS). The SJS is a 

       powerful way of encouraging churches to 

reflect on social justice issues from the point of 

view of the Christian faith, and be inspired for social 

action. Though we did not get the numbers that we 

were aiming for, we are pleased that the tradition 

we started 1999 is still alive.

          As the SJS comes to an end, I would like to 

encourage you all to come in your numbers to the 

Vine Social Justice Festival. It will be a perfect way 

of ending a successful season. It will also be a way 

of showcasing how your churches, communities 

and organisations are life-affirming communities. 

(See cover page).

          It has always been our practise to 

acknowledge and honour those who have 

dedicated their lives to the pursuit of justice, a task 

which is so difficult and so demanding. To this end, 

as we reflect on Desmond D'Sa's tireless and 

selfless work for social justice, the reason Council 

saw it fit to bestow the Diakonia Human Rights 

Award on him, let us be inspired to speak out 

against injustice and to stand in solidarity with 

victims of injustice. (See page 7).

          In that same vein, we are currently 

witnessing a clampdown on the poor shackdwellers 

by the Municipal authorities and the police right on 

our doorsteps at Cato Crest. Shacks have been 

wantonly destroyed, lives have been tragically lost 

simply for demanding human dignity. Yet these are 

South Africans who also had a dream of a decent 

roof over their heads.

          Let us be reminded by Thato Tsautse that if 

we are to reclaim the South African dream, we 

ought to speak out against the injustice that is 

being perpetrated on the poor on a daily basis. 

(See page 6). As people of conscience, we have no 

option but to stand in solidarity with these victims of 

injustice. Our silence will be interpreted as complicity. 

History and the God of justice will judge us harshly for 

having maintained silence at the poor’s hour of need. 

          Finally, we continue to make an appeal to all our 

Friends and all who have regard for our work, to 

consider supporting our organisation financially, as the 

continued existence of our organisation is seriously 

threatened by the unstable funding situation.          

 

Your partner in transforming society 

We as the Pentecostal Holiness Church would like to 
convey our sincerest gratitude for the fruitful 
workshop on stress and trauma which you facilitated 
for us. What we learnt will not only benefit us as 
individuals but our church, our work place and our 
communities. On Thursdays, we do not forget to 
wear black in support of the Thursdays in Black 
Campaign.

DP Hlombe, Pentecostal Holiness Church, 
KwaMashu Circuit 

Letters to the Editor

 We would like to thank Diakonia for the opportunity to 
partner with them in transforming the church (people) into 
a life-affirming community, where they are willing to 
consider alternatives to harmful practices that prevent this 
kind of transformation, to be empowered and relevant in 
their regions. We trust that we would be able to continue 
our partnership with you.

Revd Ecclesia de Lange, Inclusive and Affirming 
Ministries (IAM)
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         or a long time we have focussed on girls, 

         teaching them how not to become victims of 

    rape; now is the time we start educating our boy 

children. This is according to a senior public 

prosecutor at the Durban Magistrate's Court.

      Val Melis was addressing a briefing under the theme 

Gender-based violence: socialising the boy child at the 

Berea United Congregational Church, on 15 May.

     “Over the past 20 years, we have focussed on the girl 

child, equipping her to say no to unwanted sexual 

advances, teaching about 'good touch and bad touch' 

and, in some instances, even teaching self-defence as a 

means to fend off would be attackers. It is now generally 

accepted that this approach has not been successful 

and we now need to shift our focus to the boy child from 

an early age,” Melis said.

    She emphasised that the boy child should be 

socialised from an early age because from her 

experience at court, children as young as six years of 

age have committed rape on other children. She said a 

2001 Human Rights Watch report revealed that the 

greatest threat to a girl's safety at school was most likely 

to be sitting next to her in class and added that in her 

2002 paper, Joan van Niekerk estimated that 42% of all 

sexual crimes committed against children and reported 

to Childline were committed by other children.

     Melis lamented the fact that most parents have 

abrogated their God-given responsibility to parent and 

raise their children. 

     “All too often we have parents coming to the courts 

begging us to take control over their adolescent boys as 

they have completely lost control over that young 

person. As parents, we expect everyone but ourselves 

to raise our children and then are quick to blame the 

government when things go wrong. It is not the role of 

the government, social workers, schools or the police to 

raise our children - it is our responsibility as parents of 

those children,” she said. 

     She said research has shown that up to 80% of what 

children learn about socialisation skills, interpersonal 

relationships and a sense of belonging are learnt at 

home and so without these skills, children get out into 

the world ill equipped to face the challenges that will 

inevitably face them.

     Melis also expressed concern at the erosion of the 

concept of family in the country saying growing up as a 

child in a home with two biological parents is now 

unusual.

     “The majority of children are born outside of 

marriage, and there is generally no expectation that the 

biological fathers will have any social involvement in the 

lives of these children. Often there is not even any 

financial support given by these absent fathers. 

Research has shown that 40% of households in South 

Africa are female headed. 

     

  Melis says the boy child should be socialised from 

an early age.

       “The unacceptably high rates of domestic violence 

in South Africa have not helped the problem of 

socialisation of children. Numerous studies have 

concluded that, by witnessing the abuse of a mother in 

the home in childhood, boys are reared into violence, 

and the belief that violence is an appropriate means of 

resolving conflict in intimate relationships. The 

phenomenon of young boys witnessing abuse against 

their mothers has been identified as the most consistent 

risk factor for them engaging in domestic and sexual 

violence later in life, while girls who are exposed to 

similar abusive patterns are more likely to be vulnerable 

to later victimisation,” Melis said.

     Melis also emphasised the importance of male role 

models for boys. 

     She said, “It is critical for an adolescent to grow into 

adulthood with a sense of belonging, preferably to his 

family. In the absence of this, he seeks belonging 

outside of the family, amongst peers and in extreme 

cases in gangs. It is also of great importance that he has 

a male figure from whom to learn and on whom to model 

his behaviour as a man. In the common situation where 

the father is absent from the home, he attempts to 

model himself on external male influences, many of 

whom are unsuitable role models such as musicians, 

gangsters and other older men in the community.”
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Socialising the boy child
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           he new-look KwaZulu-Natal Democracy and   

        Education Forum (KZNDEF), comprising twenty 

       two member organisations from all corners of 

the province, was launched at the Diakonia Centre 

on 16 August.

    Previously known as the KwaZulu-Natal Democracy 

and Election Forum whose objective was to ensure free 

and peaceful elections in the province, the new 

KZNDEF's mandate has been broadened to look beyond 

elections to promoting active citizenry and deepening 

democracy.

     

    

   

          

          

Nyuswa explains the rationale for the rebranding. 

 

     Explaining the rationale for the change of the name, 

KwaZulu Regional Christian Council's Mxolisi Nyuswa, 

whose organisation is coordinating the Forum said it is 

imperative that democracy be deepened so that when 

citizens vote, they are aware of what they vote for.

   “We have hitherto concentrated on elections under the 

false impression that elections are the be-all end-all of 

the democratic process. We realised that democracy 

education will help citizens make informed choices when 

they vote,” Nyuswa said.

  KwaZulu-Natal in particular, he added, is a highly 

contested province with a history of inter and intra-party 

violence. “They say 'when KZN sneezes, the whole  

    A young delegate makes a comment during the re-launch.

country catches a cold.' The aim of KZDEF is to make KZN a 

model for the other provinces,” Nyuswa said.   

   The three focus areas of the Forum, he added, are 

democracy and civic education, conflict management as 

well as observation of elections.

Speaking on behalf of the Independent Electoral 

Commission (IEC), the statutory body that is mandated to 

run the country's elections, Godfrey Naidoo said his 

organisation is getting ready for the 2014 elections which 

will be held between 23 April and 22 July.

      He affirmed the role of civil society organisations in voter 

education, adding that the IEC is willing to partner with such 

organisations to deepen South Africa's fragile democracy.

     Naidoo ended by encouraging delegates to check their 

registration status on the voter's roll by sending an sms with 

one's identity document number to 32810, or by visiting the 

IEC website. 

     During the plenary delegates expressed concern that 

most elected officials disregard the electorate because they 

are more accountable to their party than to the voters.    

        

   

  A delegate expresses dissapointment with elected 

officials.
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Quest to deepen democracy in KZN
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        n the midst of all the dissatisfaction with the 

       socio-economic and political situation, South 

       Africans should ask not what their country 

 should do for them, but what they should do for 

their country. 

     Dr Devi Rajab, psychologist and award winning 

journalist said while addressing the Diakonia Annual 

Meeting, on 20 June. 

     “South Africans today are grappling with many 

socio-political issues that are causing them some 

distress. In the past we would ask the question: 

What do you think is going to happen to South 

Africa? Will there be a blood bath after the 

revolution? Now barely twenty years later we have 

made one full circle and South Africans are now 

beginning to ask the same question they did before: 

Do our children have a future here? Is it safe for us 

to stay?

     “South Africa is somewhat crotchety right now. It 

is frustrated by its leadership and annoyed by the 

constant excesses of its politicians. It is fed up with 

non-delivery of public services and its rapidly 

dwindling health facilities. It is jittery about 

standards in higher education and the inadequate 

state of public schooling. It is concerned about the 

lack of jobs for its own people and about the influx 

of immigrants from the north. It is uneasy about the 

widening gap between the haves and the have-nots 
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and between the various racial groups. It is worried 

about the social stability of families and about the 

safety of women as an integral part of society. Today 

as we lay ourselves before the altar of self-analysis as 

a nation, there is a sense of urgency to save our 

beloved land,” she said. 

     She also questioned the leadership skills of South 

Africa’s elected political leaders. “The governing party 

under President Zuma has been too slow in 

responding to the cries for help from the nation and 

this reaction has been partly due to the fact that he is 

actually completely out of synch with his people and 

their problems. His resistance to react boils down to 

his inability to fully understand what true leadership is 

all about. There is little leadership in the country,” she 

said.

     Because of these social ills and apparent dearth of 

leadership, Dr Rajab said feelings of abandonment are 

ubiquitous in the country.

      She ended by expressing hope that if South 

Africans work together, they will turn around the     

fortunes of the country into a caring society.

     “South Africans need to come together to forge a 

common basis of goodwill among themselves. There 

are many untold stories of charitable and altruistic 

behaviour that surfaced during the height of apartheid. 

There were caring people on all sides of the trenches 

who provided invaluable evidence that there is far 

more to human nature than exploitative selfishness 

and more to history than the doom of cyclical 

repetition,” Dr Rajab said.

      Beneficiaries of Diakonia's interventions gave 

testimonies of how their lives were touched by the 

organisation.

SA: A contradiction of hope and despondency

  ‘Many citizens feel abandoned,’ Dr Rajab.

I



         outh Africans will not reclaim the South 

          African dream if they do not speak out

          against the injustices that are being 

          perpetrated  everyday on the poor.

      This was said by attorney and immediate past 

president of the Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry, Thato Tsautse while delivering the 

eighth Diakonia Lecture, on 10 September.  

    “When we voted in 1994, we wanted a good 

South African society not divided according to race, 

class or status. We all wanted to be free. But the 

picture that we are seeing now is not a good one. It 

is a picture of the rich getting richer and the poor 

getting poorer, living in the squalor of poverty. We 

see a society that is constantly quarrelling and 

engaging along racial or economic lines. It is not 

the dream that we had.

     “We are seeing a new form of classism that is 

cropping up, a class of people who are gravitating 

towards accumulation of wealth for themselves, for 

their egos and for a social status that is non-

existent. We are seeing moral degeneration. Yet 

we keep quiet,” Tsautse said.

      The maritime law expert said the South African 

society has literally embraced injustice and 

corruption that they are now part of its nature.

     “We are sitting on a corrupt system that we are 

allowing to fester. Yet we keep quiet. Those who try 

to blow the whistle are shot dead. We still keep 

quiet. We keep quiet and say this is our 

government. I do not think it is my government. I do 

not think it was my dream to have a government 

that is corrupt,” she said.

      

‘Speak out,’ Tsautse tells South Africans.

     Tsautse also laid blame at the feet of the church. “As 

the church, we want tithes and we will change our 

sermons to suit the congregants because we are not 

ready to be seen to be driving people away. We are not 

going to be talking about moral regeneration because we 

will drive money away. So we keep quiet,” Tsautse said.

     The trainee priest also lamented the absence of 

parents from their children's lives adding that it is the 

reason behind the scourge of crime that the nation is 

infamous for.
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“This is a very fine volume 
with its combination of text
and many memorable
photographs”
Bishop Michael & Dorrie Nuttall

This richly- illustrated
  coffee-table book charts

 the background and
 history of

  Diakonia’s annual Good
Friday services in

 Durban, South Africa

“This is a very fine volume

with its combination of text

and many memorable

photographs”
Bishop Michael & Dorrie Nuttall

“It belongs on the shelves of
 books that will never leave us.”
Gert van Maanen, Neatherlands

Available from Diakonia Council of Churches

ONLY R100 (+R50 packaging and postage)

USD 80 (includes bank charges, p&p)
Euro56 (includes bank charges, p&p)

Contact Busi:
+27 31 310 3500

Email: reception@diakonia.org.za

Reclaiming the South African dream

Available from Diakonia Council of Churches
@R20 each

*Support the work of our oganisation
Discount on bulk orders

Contact Busi: 031 310 3500
Email: reception@diakonia.org.za

T-shirts for sale
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          easoned environmental and human 

          rights activist and Coordinator of the 

      South Durban Community Environmental 

All iance (SDCEA), Desmond D'Sa was 

conferred with the Diakonia Human Rights 

Award for 'selfless and tireless commitment 

and contribution to environmental justice and 

human rights' at the annual Diakonia Lecture, 

on 10 September.

     Describing him as an eco-champion and the 

face of civil society activism in the greater Durban 

area, the Diakonia Council said they were 

honouring him for his outstanding contribution to 

the struggle against injustice, corruption and 

secrecy.

    “You are a classical example of selfless service 

to sacred humanity. You have campaigned and 

advocated for the dignity of the disadvantaged and 

marginalised with missionary zeal and integrity. 

You have been unashamedly vocal and fearless in 

your criticism of injustice. You have been 

persistently clear about concern for victims of 

injustice, bringing them to the attention of the 

broader civil society movement and people of 

conscience and most importantly, challenging and 

mobilising them to plan an appropriate response.

     “You have been an outstanding civil society 

champion who refused to sacrifice your voice of 

conscience at the altar of political correctness, and 

in the name of justice, you have not hesitated to 

apportion blame where it belongs, nor shied away 

from taking appropriate action to dismantle the 

oppressive structures of injustice,” the Diakonia 

Council said in the citation.

     

      

       

         

   The Council applauded D'Sa's willingness to stand in solidarity 

with and make sacrifices for the sake of victims of injustice and the 

marginalised. 

     “You have contributed selflessly and tirelessly to the struggle for 

a just society, not motivated by reward or material gain. You have 

shown your willingness to take blows for the good of your 

community. We remember how your house was petrol bombed. 

We remember all the threats made to your life. Yet you refused to 

give up.      

      “You could have opted to leave the country for the comfortable 

offices of London or New York, given your impressive curriculum 

vitae. But you felt it would be abandoning your people at their hour 

of need. Your inner voice told you that would be cowardice of the 

highest order. You opted to be with your people through thick and 

thin. For this, we salute you,” the Council said.
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Diakonia Human Rights Award for D'Sa
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D’Sa poses for a photo with his wife Beatrice.

Continued on Pg 12



          hrough sin, we damage relationships that  

        we have with self, God, neighbour and the  

       earth.

     This emerged at a bible study on Cain and Abel 

(Genesis 4: 1-16), facilitated by Prof Gerald West of 

the University of KwaZulu-Natal, organised as part of 

the biannual Social Justice Season (SJS).

     Prof West said in his lament after God confronts 

him over the murder of his brother Abel, Cain 

identifies at least four relationships that constitute his 

humanity, each of which has now been fractured or 

damaged. 

     “By killing his brother he has damaged a whole set 

of relationships. Cain's first response is to cry out, “My 

punishment is greater than I can bear!” (verse 13). 

This points, perhaps, to his relationship with himself. 

Cain's lament demonstrates his sense of alienation 

from himself, and the depression associated with this.

“By crying 'Today you have driven me away from the 

soil' (verse 14), he knew that he had damaged his 

relationship with the earth (the ecological and 

economic dimensions of our humanity),” Prof West 

said. 

     When Cain said, 'I shall be hidden from your face,' 

Prof West added, he meant that the theological 

dimension of our humanity (his relationship with God) 
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had been fractured. His relationship with others (the 

sociological dimensions of our humanity) had also been 

fractured by his confession that he shall be a fugitive and 

a wanderer on the earth.

     

 

    This biblical text, Prof West also said, was an 

important resource in South Africa in the 1980s.

     “Some theologians used this text to deal with issues 

of our racialised relationships and what it meant for black 

and white South Africans to be 'brothers and sisters,' 

while others drew attention to the social 'classes' or 

sectoral groups represented by Cain and Abel. While 

Allan Boesak focused on how this story addressed racial 

conflict in South Africa, Itumeleng Mosala and Gunther 

Wittenberg focused on how this story addressed class 

conflict in South Africa.,” he said.        

Sin fractures relationships

            e are often biased against those who are different 

           from us on religious, racial, sexual, ethnic or any 

           other ground. Yet, rarely do we confront and 

           interrogate such biases.

      This emerged at an anti-bias workshop held on 17 

August as part of the SJS.

       Facilitated by Revd Ecclesia de Lange and Mfana 

Mvubu of Inclusive and Affirming Ministries (IAM), the 

process created an awareness of the participants' own 

biases and the ways in which they intentionally and 

unintentionally feed into the oppression of others and 

themselves. This awareness enabled them to move beyond 

a position in which they blame others and allow them to take 

responsibility for their own actions and feelings.

     The facilitators were able to create a safe and playful 

learning environment for the diverse group of more than 

thirty participants to speak openly and freely without 

judgement.

     Participants indicated the top three categories for 

shaping thei r  pre judice as:  one 's  fa i th /church, 

culture/tradition and apartheid.

     Playfully yet systematically, the participants were 

empowered to celebrate diversity as well as invited to 

become change agents in their communities.

       At the end of the workshop, one beneficiary said, 

“It was a very educational and insightful workshop. It 

definitely changed the way I once thought about 

others. It enabled me to encounter my biases, deal 

with them and embrace the diversity that exists in our 

society.”                                                      

            Participants share their biases in groups.    

T

Confronting our biases

W

Delegates discuss the text in groups.



          he role of the church is to remind humanity 

         that we are co-creators with God and that 

       this planet is the only one we have and we need to 

celebrate its beauty as God pronounced in Genesis 1.

     This was the conclusion of participants at the annual 

environmental justice course held in July.

     

 Participants make an organic garden. 

    The course focused on how churches can be involved in 

eco-justice by using the natural resources more responsibly 

and more sustainably. Participants discussed the practical 

activities that they can do as individuals and as congregations 

to live up to the mandate of being stewards of creation. 

     The list of activities they came up with included switching 

off lights that are not needed and taking a shower as opposed 

to using a bath tub. At group level, they committed to 

s tar t ing communal  gardens,  reg is ter  as  eco-

congregations, work with communities on clean-up 

campaigns, plant indigenous trees, identify and eliminate 

invasive alien plants, do energy and water audits and mark 

environmental days on the calendar.  
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     She said, “We have delegated our responsibility towards 
our children to service providers. Children are no longer 
brought up by their parents. They are being brought up by 
television and by maids.  Teachers have become parents. 
Parents no longer participate in the upbringing of their 
children. The crime that we see around us has nothing to 
do with criminality but with the parents who are not 
discharging of their obligations as parents. We are simply 
closing our eyes to obligations to our own children.”

     Tsautse also addressed the Fields Hill horror accident that 

claimed twenty two lives suggesting that the young driver is 

being made a sacrificial lamb.

    “We are keeping quiet when the horror crash driver stands 

alone in the dock and the owner of the truck is walking freely 

on the streets. That young man does not own a truck which 

has to be kept in order. The traffic lights were not functioning 

properly. Nobody is taking to task the traffic officials who are 

supposed to ensure that traffic lights are functioning properly.

     “The owner of the truck has to stand in the dock. The 

city officials have to give us answers. If we remain 

silent, the rot that we are seeing will continue. We must 

stand up for what is right and just and be counted,” 

Tsautse concluded. 

Durban Divas entertain delegates.

Reclaiming the South African dream

T

Role of the church in God’s creation
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“Archbishop Hurley was one of our greatest South Africans.
This biography reveals what gave him that stature – his integrity, 
fearlessness, gentleness of spirit and his magnanimity. 
It is a must-read for all of us.” - Desmond Tutu

This	new,	abridged	
version	of	Guardian	of	
the	Light	tells	the	story	
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the	youngest	Catholic	
bishop	in	the	world	at	31,
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	'intrinsically	evil'	and	
being	regarded	as	one	
of	South	Africa's	'most	
wanted'	political	
opponents	and	how	he	
continued	to	work	as
	a	parish	priest	well	into	
his	eighties.
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            ealing has been taking place in the city's 
            surrounding townships including 
            Mpumalanga and Hammersdale. Yet the 
            beautiful valleys and hills of the Valley of a 
            Thousand Hills were hiding the pain, tears 
and sorrows of its young people.
        Very few young people from the valley go to school 
or to work. Some completed high school but the majority 
did not. Most of them live with their grandparents or 
relatives because they lost a mother, a father or both 
parents. Some do not even know who their father is. 
       In September, Diakonia facilitated a stress and 
trauma healing workshop for fifteen young people from 
the Valley of a Thousand Hills at Vuleka Centre, enrolled 
for a six-month future leaders training programme. 
       The youth were offered a safe space to tell the 
stories of their lives. They shared their stories and how 
they have survived over the years under such 
circumstances. The invisible pains and tears were 
openly shared in small groups. 
        One participant shared her story in front of the 
whole group with amazing determination and boldness, 
leaving everybody in total silence. 
     The next morning, one participant asked if he could 
open the first session in prayer. Before he prayed he said 
it was going to be the first time to pray in his life and that 
the previous night God had visited him, thanks to the 

opportunity he had of telling his story the previous day. 
     Participants committed to continue their journey of 
healing and reaching out to other youth in the Valley. One 
young person said after the workshop, “Before the 
workshop, I was hidden in the dark. Even though I am not 
yet fully in the light. I will definitely work hard to see the 
light.”
      The workshop was a beacon of hope in the beautiful 
Valley. 

       The young people discuss forgiveness in groups.

“More people need it.”  

      Following in their footsteps, the Salvation Army 

Church in the same township symbolically burned items 

which had caused them pain and to be stuck in the past 

traumatic experiences, at a workshop facilitated for 

them in the same month. 

     Both groups look forward to the second level which 

enables them to become wounded healers working with 

their fellow parishioners and respective communities.

           ho does not need healing? This was the   

          question Revd Phumelele Kunene of 

         Umlazi Lutheran Church asked when she 

was requesting a stress and trauma healing 

workshop for her congregation on behalf of their 

Health Desk. 

        Subsequently, the level 1 workshop was 

conducted in August 

     The workshop was welcomed positively by 

participants. Respect and commitment were 

emphasised, given the emotional nature of 

the workshop that they were about to get into. 

     Time was spent in small groups where 

participants had an opportunity to share their 

stories. Commenting on the small group 

sessions, one participant said, “The group 

sessions were a journey of self-discovery for 

me in respect of where I stand in the victim-

survivor levels on different events in my life.”

       It was interesting to learn that even 

people from church struggle with the issue of 

forgiveness and reconciliation. But when that 

session was underway, there was a change 

of heart.

      Revd Kunene had this to say after the 

workshop, “I am not sure how to describe the 

way I feel right now. Let us just call it 'on top 

of the world'. The workshop was just too 

emotionally uplifting.”

     On her evaluation form, one participant wrote, 
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Healing journey reaches the Valley of a Thousand Hills

Who does not need healing? 

W

Participants symbolically burn instruments of pain.

H



            ost consumers of electricity and water do 

            not really know how much they use. Worse 

            still, there is not much knowledge of how 

to reduce levels of consumption.
     With this in mind, a water and electricity audit 
workshop was organised for the Diakonia Youth 
Forum, on 22 August. The resultant audit was to 
identify the Centre's consumption level and explore 
how to reduce it. 

    In facilitating the workshop, Bryan Ashe of Earthlife 
introduced the young people to renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, water issues, how to audit energy 
and consumption and the benefits thereof.
    He also took the fifteen youth to the Diakonia offices 
and conference facilities to check the levels of water 
and energy consumption as part of the audit.
    In the discussion that followed the audit, the young 
participants discovered that the Centre was 
consuming too much water and electricity. 

          Because of this 
observation, the Centre has 
already started exploring 
ways that will make it more 
environmentally friendly. 
Such measures include 
i n s t a l l i n g  s o l a r  w a t e r 
heaters, photovoltaic solar 
panels for the café, changing 
light bulbs to light-emitting 
diode (LED) bulbs as well as 
use of sensor switches for 
o f fi c e s ,  t o i l e t s  a n d 
airconditioners.
     The youth said they were 
going to audit their homes 
and churches and mobilise 
others to do the same, to 
reduce their consumption.
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We need your new
contact details...

As time goes by, we will change our addresses, phone
numbers or emails. PLEASE keep us informed of your

changes as we would like to keep you in the News!

Contact us at 031 310 3500 or
Email: the.director@diakonia.org.za

Care to share!
Inselelo is your magazine!

We invite churches and individuals to share their
stories and experiences with us. For more details,

please contact

Kudzai Taruona at 031 310 3551 or
Email: kudzai.taruona@diakonia.org.za

Youth Forum audit energy and water consumption  

          n Women's Day (9 August), hundreds of  

          Sydenham residents gathered at the Barns 

          Road Grounds to mark the day in style.

         The event, co-organised with the Catholic 

Women's League, featured men 

walking for a mile in women's 

shoes.    

       Fr Christopher Neville OFM 

of Holy Family Parish, said the 

opening prayer before the men 

were, for a mile, literally putting 

themselves in women's shoes 

and feeling what it is like to be a 

woman.

      After the walk, speaker after 

speaker congratulated the hard 

working women and denounced 

the abuse of women and children 

that is rampant in our society.

       The Thursdays in Black Campaign was also 

promoted as the crowd was encouraged to wear 

black on Thursdays as a way of saying no to gender-

based violence.          

Participants audit Diakonia Centre energy consumption.

M

Walk a mile in her shoes to end gender-based violence

O

The men dressed in women’s shoes get ready to walk.



         s participants come to workshops with   
         multiple-woundedness, internalised   
          problems and negativity, it is the facilitator's 
           task to journey with them towards 
externalising and naming their problems, find 
healing and move forward from being victims to 
victors of situations faced.  
     One of the struggles of stress and trauma healing is 
the resistance of victims to find a positive learning out 
of a traumatic event. 
     The narrative therapy workshop held in July and 
facilitated by Estelle Hudson and Revd Kevin Sprong, 
enabled facilitators to appreciate the importance of re-
telling their own stories and allowing participants to do 
the same.  
      The facilitators, who were on a journey of writing a 
book about their own personal stories of stress and 
trauma, were empowered with skills to ask more open 
ended questions to assist participants not to see 
themselves as the problem, but see a problem as such 
so that they do not blame themselves for what has 
happened in their lives. 
       The narrative therapy workshop was an eye 
opener for the facilitators as they learned to tell their 
alternative stories. They were also empowered to 
sharpen their skills of re-telling their stories, which in 
turn enables them to help victims they work with find 
alternatives to their problem.
     Some of the facilitators are already implementing 
their learnings from the workshop.   
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           or years, there was a huge gap between the 
          community at KwaNyuswa and the local 
          councillors. Successive  councillors had never  
       called meetings to discuss community issues. 
But that was to change.
    In July, a lobbying and advocacy workshop was conducted 
for forty six community activists. The workshop empowered 
them with skills such as community mobilisation, correct 
messaging, understanding of local government issues, 
democracy and the Bill of Rights.
     Delegates unanimously resolved that the best way 
forward was to start an advocacy group which would facilitate 
meetings between all stakeholders. The group would also 
advocate and lobby for better services from the councillor. At 
the end of the two-day workshop, delegates formed the group 
and elected its leadership.
       Barely a week after the workshop, the group organised a 
series of community meetings and requested the councillor 
and the headman to attend. 
         It is pleasing to note that the advocacy group has been 
successfully facilitating public participatory processes that 
were hitherto unknown at KwaNyuswa. 
       Reporting on the activities of the group a few weeks after 
its formation, one of its leaders, Thuli Hlela said its formation 
was like 'taking people from Egypt to the Promised Land'.        
       

Advocacy group 
at KwaNyuswa

F

Continued from Pg 7          
      D'Sa was also described as a person who 

practices what he preaches: “Not only have you talked; 

you have also walked the talk. As an eco-champion, 

we do not remember you owning a car. As a friend of 

the poor and marginalised, we do not remember you 

living a flamboyant lifestyle. You have lived simply so 

that others may simply live,” the Council said.

      In accepting the Award, D'Sa urged delegates to 

work tirelessly for justice and equality.

     He said, “We have to bring about an equal society. 

We have to speak truth to power and not to be afraid to 

say what is right. We have to speak out when the rights 

of the less fortunate are being trampled upon. 

Together we can force government to listen to the 

people and do what is right and what is going to 

improve the people's lives.”

     The purpose of the Award is to promote a culture of 

human rights and inspire churches and communities 

to be actively involved in social justice issues. 

Diakonia Award 
     for D’Sa

Narrative therapy workshop 
for stress and trauma 

healing facilitators 

A
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